2019 ASAP Convention
EVENT

OVERVIEW

It is hard to believe that the 2019 ASAP Convention event was the 10th annual event from the Association of
Serviced Apartment Providers (ASAP) bringing together industry experts, thought leaders, colleagues, peers and
friends to the industry leading event from 18 countries. Extended to take place over two full days on the 10th
and 11th December at etc.venues at 155 Bishopsgate in London the event offered offered a programme jam
packed with seminars, workshops and campfires along with a number of key industry discussion panels which
focused on industry challenges and opportunities the sector is currently facing.

With over 16 hours of networking from the time registration opened at 0815am on day 1, right through to the final
farewells at the drinks reception on the Wednesday evening delegates were also able to engage with the
industry aligned suppliers in the exhibition, take part in the mini golf competition as well as attend the annual
ASAP AGM. Throw two incredible and diverse keynote speakers into the mix and there wasn't a dull moment.
We overheard all manner of conversations from attendees who were both new to the sector and also the
Convention and those who’d been every year. And it was almost entirely upbeat and positive, the feedback from
attendees was outstanding and at such an exciting time for the serviced apartment sector, while there are
challenges ahead, the theme of the Convention was about collaboration, and the world of opportunity that
exists if we all pull together, and remain supportive and focused.
Attendees were welcomed to the event by the fantastic compere Mike
Ashton, who skillfully directed the event (and the delegates!) over the
two days as well as moderating a number of industry panels and delivering
his own session.

After an address from our Gold Sponsor RMS Cloud, Simon Calder stepped
up as our first brilliant keynote speaker, and wowed us with a view of what
the coming months and years might bring – especially in light of the general
election happening the day after the Convention. We’d almost forgotten
there was life afterwards!

From environmental challenges around climate change and the likely fallout from Brexit on travel across Europe
and the UK, to likely pandemics in Africa and Vesuvius being overdue an eruption, Simon shared all manner of
predictions – some of them fairly scary.

After a restorative coffee, some networking around the exhibition and the first look at the mini golf, delegates
split between three sessions; a data-fed state of the nation update with ASAP Business Partners Savills and STR,
a discussion by industry experts Neil Warren and Andrea Nicholas from Green Tourism on sustainable practices to
bring business advantage, and a campfire session held by Ally Northfield of Revenue by Design on trends in
global mobility and the opportunities they bring if your revenue management system is set-up to drive optimal
performance .

With a quick grab 'n' go coffee, delegates were making their way to
another selection of key breakout sessions, a packed Broadgate suite
hosted a key industry panel on the growth in Branded Aparthotels and
their impact on the sector facilitated by Mary Ann B. Passi, CEO of the
CHPA the session saw some some interesting discussion between Robert Alley of Roomzzz Aparthotels, Jon
Colley of InterContinental Hotels Group, Tom Walsh of Staycity
Aparthotels and John Wagner from Cycas Hospitalit. Meanwhile
VisitEngland shared tips on accessibility for all, and a workshop on
branding from Elle Moss of Drew London, gave practical examples of
how to draw out your customers’ emotional drivers and create an
authentic tone-of-voice for your own brand.
Lunch at etc venues is always an experience (compliments to the chef as always!) And there was a hubbub of
chatter and more than a few holes-in-one on the golf course, before sessions started again in our three
locations.
As we headed back into the programme after lunch, our partners at
ReviewPro led a discussion on leveraging guest intelligence, wellness in
business was the priority in the campfire session led by Rachel
McGuiness from Wellness with Zest and the key panel for this session
was facilitated by Diane Scott of Katten who was joined by
Vedrana Bilanovic Riley, Founder & CEO at Ciel Capital Ltd, Tony Burrell,
Relationship Director Hotels from Lloyds Bank, Bob Silk, Relationship
Director from the Barclays Bank Hotels Team and Martin Smyth Executive
Director of Hotels, Healthcare & Insurance from Coutts Bank who were
discussing where are the financing opportunities today and what the
future opportunity looks like for the sector.

Our major, final panel session on Day One saw Mike Ashton facilitating a
discussion on Booking Apartments - the opportunity, the challenges and
the responsibility within the sector – between Gary Hurst of MY Serviced
Apartment Consultancy, Henry Luebbert from Synergy, Helen Maher of
Expedia Group, Tom Meertens from National Corporate Housing and
Gavin Pereira of Check-in-London.

A lively discussion with the panel often facing some very challenging
questions submitted by the delegates via the event app rounded off day
1 with some outstanding debate and discussions.

And we shook ourselves down and enjoyed some continuing debate over
a glass or two at the evening drinks reception, witnessing some fantastic
holes in one before we all went our own way for the night ready to start
it all off again in the morning!
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Day Two saw the ASAP AGM and some more early registrations before our second Keynote Speaker took to
the stage – and absolutely amazed us all.
What the man hasn’t invented is not worth thinking about - Shed Simove’s talk,
Unlocking Your Creativity: 3 Ways to Have Amazing Ideas, was a complete eyeopener. From dating apps – with himself as the only possible connection – to
plastic novelties made for a few cents in China, and from almost being sued by
Lord Sugar and Apple – but somehow not being – Shed has led quite a life and
we are sure that we’ll all remember his talk for a very long time.
We could only follow such creativity with a major industry panel discussion – so
we had one! The Changing Face of the Serviced Apartment sector saw insights
from Claire Barrie from BridgeStreet, Paul Blahuta of RMS Cloud, Charlie
McCrow of The Apartment Service and Andrew Scott from Dwellworks. The
session skilfully moderated by industry expert Anita Blanchett.
Delegates who didn’t attend this discussion went instead to sessions on
remaining Safe and Legal and digital marketing for the hospitality business
which was led by John Heffernan from Redlive.media.
A quick grab 'n' go coffee break saw delegates head directly into another set of
thought provoking breakout sessions prior to the lunch break. A session on the
disconnect between corporate ambition and the ability to change saw Mike Ashton
talking about the need to meet customer expectations, while Joss Croft, CEO at
UKInbound shared insights on how to attract more international visitors. A campfire
session with Helen Sandman focused on ways to instantly improve sales results.

While we ate and networked around the exhibition, Business Partner Criton held a
Lunch & Learn Session on the adoption of a mobile strategy, and then we were into
three more individual seminars: a key panel creating a seamless guest experience,
attracting and retaining staff through professional development hosted by HOSPA
CEO Jane Pendlebury and an ASAP-led discussion about the Global Alliance of
Serviced Accommodation (GASA) and the opportunity for the global sector.

After one last afternoon refresher, for networking, visiting the exhibition, and the last
chance to play golf!, the Day 2 Grand Panel kicked off: World of Opportunity for
hospitality, the sector and the Association.

One of the biggest panels we’ve ever hosted, this one brought together the ASAP
Advisory Board and guest Lee Curtis CHPA Chair. The panel saw an industry debate
and discussion with Robert Alley of Roomzzz, Kiri Ballard from Globe Apartments,
Clarendon’s Joanna Cross, Supercity’s Liz Devaney, ASAP CEO James Foice, ASAP
Chair, Doug Greenwood from Cheval Collection, Synergy Housing’s Stephen Hanton,
Evelyn Haran from PREMIER SUITES, Tracey Stephenson of Staying Cool, and ASAP
Deputy Chair John Wagner from Cycas Hospitality, moderated by Mike Ashton of
ABCG, putting the world of hospitality to rights and discussing the opportunities the
next few months and years will bring.

And we finished the sessions on a complete

high before winding up the event with a second evening drinks reception.

Phew! What an event the 2019 ASAP Convention was!
There's no rest for the wicked! Planning is already underway for the brand new look
summer Gala Dinner featuring the presentation of the 2020 ASAP Awards which
opened recently to entries and we welcome and will take on board all feedback and
suggestions for the next Convention. But we hope you’ll forgive us if we settle down to
enjoy a rest over Christmas first. Here's to 2020!

